Wave propagation characteristics are determined for smart laminated fiber-reinforced composite cylindrical membrane shells with different piezoelectric coupling effects. Wave motion equations are derived using the membrane shell model. By solving an eigenvalue problem, dispersion curves of the wave motion are obtained for different axial and circumferential wave numbers. The effects of piezoelectric coupling, fiber orientation, stacking sequence, and material properties of the host shell on wave behaviors are investigated. The results of this paper can be used for studies on dynamic stability of piezoelectric coupled laminated fiber-reinforced composite shell structures and in design of smart structures with the piezoelectric materials for the applications of damage detection and structural health monitoring.
Introduction
Composite structures, due to their high specific stiffness and strength, are widely used in various engineering applications such as mechanical, civil, aerospace, marine, and offshore structures. Two main constituents of composite materials are the reinforcing fiber and the matrix. The reinforcing fiber is discontinuous, stiffer, and stronger, while the matrix is continuous, less stiff, weaker, and lightweight. The mechanical properties and performances of composite materials are superior than those of the constituent materials used independently. 1 A composite laminate may be made up of stacked unidirectional fiber-reinforced carbon/epoxy, kevlar/epoxy, and E-glass/epoxy layers. Therefore, composite structures are stiff and lightweight with outstanding mechanical properties and performances. Composite structures may be subjected to high rate of frequencies due to working conditions. Thus, understanding dynamics and wave propagation characteristics of composite structures can help us to recognize the existence of any defects such as crack and delamination in their early steps of initiation.
The membrane shell theory, i.e. the most simplified shell theory, was introduced by Love, 2 in which transverse shear forces, bending and twisting moments are assumed negligible. This model is usable to study thin-walled shells in which only the in-plane normal and shear forces are considered. Donnell, 3 Flu¨gge, 4 Vlasov, 5 and Sanders 6 presented some research works based on this simplified model. Dynamics and wave propagation characteristics of laminated composite cylindrical shells were determined in many research studies. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Zhang 10,11 used the wave propagation approach to analyze the natural frequencies of laminated composite shells. He investigated the effects of shell parameters and boundary conditions on the Piezoelectric actuators, due to their self-actuating properties, are broadly used in health monitoring of various engineering structures. Interdigital transducer (IDT) is employed to excite wave propagation in piezoelectric structures for damage detection. To monitor the integrity of a structure, a piezoelectric layer is usually bonded on its surfaces and then IDT is utilized to apply a wave propagation in the piezoelectric coupled structure. 18 Many studies have been made on the application and analysis of smart structures made up of piezoelectric coupled beams, plates, and shells. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] Dynamics of pure piezoelectric structures have been investigated previously by Mindlin, 26 Tiersten, 27 and Bleustein. 28 Responses of piezoelectric materials due to thermomechanical shocking and electrical shocking for aerospace applications were investigated by Elahi et al. [29] [30] [31] Bisheh and Wu 32,33 studied dynamics of piezoelectric composite shells reinforced with carbon nanotubes (CNTs).
Studies on dynamics and wave propagation characteristics of smart laminated cylindrical shells coupled with the piezoelectric are limited in the literature. Wang 18, 23 and Wang and Liew 24 determined wave propagation behaviors of piezoelectric coupled metallic cylindrical shells by different shell theories. Kadoli and Ganesan 34 investigated the dynamics of composite and isotropic cylindrical shell coupled with piezoelectric layer under axisymmetric temperature variation. Wave propagation behaviors in piezoelectric laminated cylindrical shells by the Love's bending shell theory with the effect of large deformation were obtained by Dong and Wang. 25 In another study by Dai and Zheng, 35 the buckling behaviors of a laminated cylindrical shell of functionally graded material with the piezoelectric fiber-reinforced composite actuators were described. Gresil and Giurgiutiu 36, 37 predicted attenuated guided wave propagation in CFRP using the Rayligh damping model; they used the piezoelectric wafer active sensors for this purpose. In their research, the dispersion curves and the piezoelectric wafer active sensors' tuning curves were measured numerically and experimentally. Nasihatgozar et al. 38 investigated the buckling response of piezoelectric composite panels reinforced with nanotubes using the classical laminated plate theory. Bisheh and Wu 39, 40 studied wave propagation in smart laminated fiber/CNTreinforced composite cylindrical shells with axial polarization for the piezoelectricity. In previous studies on dynamics of smart composite shell structures, axial polarization was assumed for the piezoelectricity. However, to the authors' knowledge based on the literature review, there is no research work analytically modeling and studying the wave propagation in piezoelectric coupled laminated fiber-reinforced composite cylindrical membrane shells by considering both axial polarization and radial polarization with closed-circuit electrical boundary condition. The main objective of this research is to fill this gap by solving this wave propagation problem using the membrane shell model with different piezoelectric coupling effects.
In this paper, we investigate the effects of piezoelectricity with axial polarization and radial polarization with closed-circuit electrical boundary condition on wave behaviors of smart laminated fiber-reinforced composite cylindrical membrane shells integrated with the piezoelectric layer. In addition, the dispersion solutions for different axial and circumferential wave numbers are obtained with the influences of fiber orientation, stacking sequence, and material properties of the host laminated shell.
Methodology and modeling
Layout of a laminated fiber-reinforced composite cylindrical membrane shell coupled with a piezoelectric layer at the top surface, a single ply of fiber-reinforced unidirectional composite cylindrical membrane shell, and a crosssectional view of a piezoelectric coupled laminated composite cylindrical membrane shell are shown in Figure 1 . Axial, circumferential, and radial directions are shown, respectively, by x, h, and z. Directions 1, 2, and 3 denote, respectively, the material principle axes along the fiber and in transverse directions of the fiber. b represents the angle between x-axis and 1-axis measured in positive counterclockwise direction. The x À h plane is the reference plane or the midplane. R stands for the reference plane radius of the shell, h denotes the total thickness of the laminated composite cylindrical shell which is sum of the thickness of each lamina (ply), and h 1 is the thickness of the piezoelectric layer. 39, 40 In this section, wave propagation problem in a piezoelectric coupled laminated fiber-reinforced composite cylindrical shell is modeled and solved based on the membrane shell theory.
Constitutive equations for a laminated fiber-reinforced composite cylindrical membrane shell Based on the membrane shell model, the transverse or out-of-plane shear forces, bending and twisting moments are assumed to be negligibly small. The displacement kinematics in the membrane shell model are
Laminated composite cylindrical membrane shell
Piezoelectric (c) Figure 1 . (a) Layout of a laminated fiber-reinforced composite cylindrical membrane shell coupled with a piezoelectric layer, (b) a single ply of fiber-reinforced unidirectional composite cylindrical shell and its material principle and cylindrical coordinate system, and (c) a cross-sectional view of a piezoelectric coupled laminated composite cylindrical membrane shell with coordinate notation of individual plies.
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where u, v, and w are the displacements of a generic point in x, h, and z directions, respectively; and u 0 , v 0 , and w 0 are the reference plane displacements in x, h, and z directions, respectively. u 0 , v 0 , and w 0 are not function of z for thin shell structures, hence, their derivatives with respect to z will be zero in further computations in this study. The general strain-displacement relations in cylindrical coordinate system x; h; z ð Þ , in view of equation (1), are given by
By defining
as the strain components on the reference plane, and the curvatures of the laminated composite shell as
the in-plane strains at any point in the laminated composite shell can be expressed in terms of the reference plane strains and the laminate curvatures as follows 
where z is the distance of any point from the reference plane, and superscript (1) denotes variables corresponding to the host laminated composite shell. The in-plane stress-strain relations in the laminate coordinate system for an individual lamina (layer) k whose midplane is at a distance z from the reference plane are given by (6) where Q ij ½ k ði; j ¼ x; h; sÞ is the transformed reduced stiffness matrix for each lamina in x À h direction as a function of the principal stiffness matrix Q ij ½ k ði; j ¼ 1; 2; 6Þ of the lamina reinforced with fibers, where their components are given in Appendix 1. The subscript s in the above equations corresponds to shear stress and strain components referred to the x À h system of coordinates. Substituting equation (5) 
as the in-plane stress-strain relations for an individual lamina k whose midplane is at a distance z from the reference plane.
Since the piezoelectric layer is thin in compared with the host substrate laminated composite shell, the midplane of laminated composite shell is still considered as the neutral plane where there is no in-plane deformation during bending. Therefore, the resultant membrane forces in the host laminated composite shell are obtained by integrating the stresses across the thickness of the shell, 1 as follows 
where N is the total number of composite layers and z kÀ1 and z k are the z-coordinate of the lower and upper surfaces of layer k, respectively. Substituting equation (7) for the layer stresses into equation (8) and integrating across the shell thickness yields 
where
where i; j ¼ x; h; s and A ij ¼ A ji , B ij ¼ B ji . A ij ½ and B ij ½ are laminate stiffness matrices which are functions of the geometry, material properties, and stacking sequence of the individual plies.
Constitutive equations for a piezoelectric layer
The generalized constitutive equations for a piezoelectric layer in the cylindrical coordinate system (x; h; z) are given by 
where r
ij , e ij ði; j ¼ x; h; zÞ, and D ii , E ii ði ¼ x; h; zÞ denote the stresses, the strains, the electric displacements, and the electric field intensities, respectively; c ij ; e ij , 2 ij ði; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 6Þ represent the elastic constants, the piezoelectric constants, and the dielectric constants, respectively. Superscript (2) stands for variables corresponding to the piezoelectric layer. It is noted that regardless of the direction of polarization, there should be only five nonzero piezoelectric constants. The electric field intensities E ii ði ¼ x; h; zÞ in the cylindrical coordinate system, which are function of the electric potential u, are given by
The resultant membrane forces for a piezoelectric layer bonded to the top surface of a laminated composite shell are also obtained by integrating the corresponding stresses across the thickness of the piezoelectric layer, 18 i.e.
The constitutive relations for a piezoelectric shell layer with axial and radial polarizations based on the membrane shell model are obtained in the following.
Axial polarization. There are only five piezoelectric constants e 16 , e 21 , e 22 , e 23 , and e 34 for axial polarization of the piezoelectricity. Hence, the constitutive relations for a piezoelectric layer with axial polarization in the cylindrical coordinate system (x; h; z) are reduced to 
Based on the membrane shell model, the normal stress in the shell thickness direction, r zz , and the transverse shear stresses, s xz and s hz , are assumed negligible. Thus, based on this theory, from r zz ¼ 0, s xz ¼ 0, and s hz ¼ 0 in equation (14a) Substituting equation (15) into equation (14) 33 for axial polarization are given in Appendix 2, and the electric potential is also not a function of z for axial polarization, u ¼ ; x; h; t ð Þ, thus, its derivatives with respect to z will be zero in further computations in this study.
Substituting the strain-displacement relations, equation (2), and the electric field intensities, equation (12), into equation (16) gives the stress-strain relations and the electric displacements for a piezoelectric layer with axial polarization in terms of u 0 , v 0 , w 0 , and ;. The resultant membrane forces (N (13) and taking integration across the piezoelectric layer thickness.
Radial polarization. The five piezoelectric constants for radial polarization of the piezoelectricity are e 15 , e 24 , e 31 , e 32 , and e 33 . So, equation (11) E hh E xx E zz 8 > < > : E hh E xx E zz 8 > > < > > : 33 for radial polarization are given in Appendix 2. For radial polarization of piezoelectricity, a closed (short)-circuit electrical boundary condition is considered. When electrodes at two surfaces of the piezoelectric layer are shortly connected, the electrical potential (u) is zero throughout the surface. Thus, for the closed (short)-circuit electrical boundary condition of a piezoelectric layer (with thickness h 1 ) attached to the top surface of a shell (with thickness h), we have
An electric potential solution for the piezoelectric layer needs to be established to strictly satisfy the closedcircuit electrical boundary condition. Different electrical potential solutions can be assumed to satisfy the closedcircuit electrical boundary condition. In this study, a cosine distribution of the electric potential (u) in the radial (thickness) direction of the piezoelectric layer is assumed as
where it satisfies the closed-circuit electrical boundary condition, equation (20) . Hence, based on this cosine distribution of the electric potential (u), the electric field intensities, equation (12), for radial polarization with closed-circuit boundary condition are obtained as 
By substituting, the strain-displacement relations, equation (2), and the electric field intensities, equation (22), into equation (19) , the stress-strain relations and the electric displacements for a piezoelectric layer with radial polarization and closed-circuit electrical boundary condition are obtained in terms of u 0 , v 0 , w 0 ; and ;. The resultant membrane forces (N Force resultants for a piezoelectric coupled laminated composite cylindrical membrane shell
The resultant membrane forces in a piezoelectric coupled laminated fiber-reinforced composite cylindrical membrane shell are sum of the forces of the host laminated composite shell, equation (9) , and the piezoelectric layer ones, equation (13) . In the case of axial polarization, the resultant membrane forces are obtained as
and for radial polarization with closed-circuit electrical boundary condition and cosine distribution of the electrical potential (u), the resultant membrane forces are obtained as 
Equilibrium equations of motion
The equilibrium equations of motion for a membrane shell structure in the longitudinal (x), tangential (h), and radial (z) directions are, respectively
where I 0 is the mass inertia for a piezoelectric coupled laminated composite shell which is given by
where q k and q 1 are mass densities of each lamina (layer) and piezoelectric layer, respectively. Substituting equations (23) and (24) into equation (25) gives the equilibrium equations of motion, respectively, for axial and radial polarizations of piezoelectricity in terms of u 0 , v 0 , and w 0 .
The piezoelectric coupling effects are applied by considering the electric displacements in the corresponding Maxwell equation. By substituting the strain-displacement relations, equation (2) , and the electric field intensities, equation (12) , into equation (16b), the electric displacements for a piezoelectric layer with axial polarization are obtained as
Satisfying the Maxwell equation (27), yields
Equation (25), in view of equation (23), and equation (28) are the equilibrium equations of motion for a piezoelectric coupled laminated fiber-reinforced composite cylindrical membrane shell with axial polarization.
By substituting the strain-displacement relations, equation (2), and the electric field intensities, equation (22), into equation (19b), the electric displacements for a piezoelectric layer with radial polarization and cosine distribution of the electric potential for the closed-circuit electrical boundary condition are obtained as 
Satisfying the Maxwell equation (29), yields
Equation (25), in view of equation (24), and equation (30) give the equilibrium equations of motion for a piezoelectric coupled laminated fiber-reinforced composite cylindrical membrane shell with radial polarization and cosine distribution of the electric potential for closed-circuit electrical boundary condition.
Solution procedure
The displacements and electric potentials for wave propagation are assumed to be in the following forms (31d) where c, n, and c are axial wave number, circumferential wave number, and wave phase velocity, respectively; U, V, W, and U are the wave amplitudes; and x ¼ cc is the corresponding frequency. Substituting equation (31) into the equilibrium equations of motion yields a set of homogenous equations, respectively, for axial and radial polarizations of the piezoelectricity, i.e. 
where the components of characteristics matrices L ij ½ and T ij ½ ði; j ¼ 1; . . . ; 4Þ are given in Appendices 4 and 5, respectively. Due to the eigen value problem, the above matrix equations have a nontrivial solution for U, V, W, and U only if the determinant of matrices L ij ½ and T ij ½ equals zero. By solving equation (32), three positive roots are obtained for any specific axial wave number c and circumferential wave number n which are the wave phase velocities c corresponding to the first three wave modes M1, M2, and M3.
By using a graphical numerical method, the wave phase velocities c at any specific axial wave number c and circumferential number n can be searched by finding the eigen vectors of equation (32) . Using this method leads to obtain the dispersion curves for different wave modes.
Numerical results and discussion
In this study, carbon/epoxy and E-glass/epoxy unidirectional composites and aluminium are considered for the host laminated shell where their material properties are given in Tables 1 and 2 , and for the piezoelectric layer, PZT-4 is chosen where its material properties are listed in Table 3 . To investigate wave propagation in a laminated fiber-reinforced composite cylindrical membrane shell coupled with a piezoelectric layer, the nondimensional wave phase velocity is employed in the numerical analysis. The axial wave number is defined by 39 c ¼ 2p
where c is the axial wave number with unit rad m and k is the wavelength with unit meter (m). By multiplying the axial wave number c with H 2p ð m rad Þ, we obtain the nondimensional axial wave number as
where H ¼ h þ h 1 is the total thickness of the piezoelectric coupled laminated composite shell. For any specific nondimensional axial wave number n, its corresponding axial wave number c or wavelength k is obtained from equation (34), and then by substituting the calculated axial wave number c or wavelength k and a specific value of n (n ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .) into equation (32), the corresponding wave phase velocity c is calculated for different wave modes. The nondimensional wave phase velocity is employed as 18, 23, 24 v ¼ c c t (35) where c is the phase velocity obtained from equation (32), and c t is the torsional wave velocity for a membrane shell model which is given by
where G 12 is the in-plane shear modulus of a fiber-reinforced unidirectional composite given in Table 1 and c 66 is the effective in-plane shear modulus for a piezoelectric layer. In the case of no piezoelectric layer (h 1 ¼ 0), equation (36) is reduced to
We define the ratio of piezoelectric layer thickness (h 1 ) to the host shell thickness (h) as r ¼ To validate the present methodology, the dispersion curves for wave modes 1 and 3 (M1 and M3) are plotted in Figure 2 for a PZT-4 coupled aluminium cylindrical shell with axial polarization of the piezoelectric material, r ¼ 0:05, and h=R ¼ 1=30 at the circumferential wave number n ¼ 0 and are compared with the results of Wang and Liew's 24 study. It is seen that there is a good agreement between the results of the present model and those of Wang and Liew's 24 study. Figure 3 . Dispersion curves for a ½0 =45 =90 s laminated carbon/epoxy composite cylindrical shell coupled with the piezoelectric layer with axial polarization for different piezoelectric thickness ratios (r) and the first three wave modes (M1; M2, and M3) at n ¼ 1 when h=R ¼ 1=30.
The dispersion curves for the first three wave modes (M1; M2; and M3) at n ¼ 1 for axial polarization of the piezoelectricity are displayed in Figures 3 and 4 for the pure host substrate shell (r ¼ 0) and the piezoelectric coupled shell with r ¼ 0:1; 0:2; and 0:3 when h=R ¼ 1=30. For the host substrate shell, laminated carbon/epoxy composite ( Figure 3) and laminated E-glass/epoxy composite ( Figure 4 ) with stacking sequence ½0 =45 =90 s are considered. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the effects of piezoelectric layer on the wave phase velocities of the laminated carbon/epoxy composite and laminated E-glass/epoxy composite shells by changing its thickness. Within small range of the nondimensional axial wave numbers, (nÞ, the phase velocity decreases dramatically at first, and then changes smoothly with higher nondimensional axial wave numbers. For both carbon/epoxy and E-glass/epoxy composite host shells, at the first wave mode (M1), the phase velocity is higher with higher piezoelectric thickness ratio r, while at the second and the third wave modes (M2 and M3), the velocity decreases with the increase in the piezoelectric thickness (see Figures 3 and 4) . It can also be seen that the phase velocities for the carbon/epoxy made host shell are higher than those of the E-glass/epoxy made one. Therefore, it is concluded that the effect of the piezoelectricity on the wave propagation behaviors is observable especially at higher wave modes. Figure 5 illustrates the effect of circumferential wave number (n) on the wave phase velocity (v) for the first three wave modes (M1; M2; and M3) for a ½0 =45 =90 s laminated carbon/epoxy composite shell coupled with the piezoelectric layer with axial polarization, r ¼ 0.1, and h=R ¼ 1=30 at n ¼ 0:01, 0:1, and 1. At small nondimensional axial wave number n ¼ 0:01, the wave phase velocity for the first wave mode (M1) decreases slightly within lower circumferential wave numbers (n < 4), and within higher n (n ! 4) it changes smoothly; while for wave modes 2 and 3 (M2 and M3), the wave phase velocity increases sharply with the increment of n. At nondimensional axial wave number n ¼ 0:1, there is almost no variation of the phase velocity for the first wave mode (M1) with the increase of the circumferential wave number (n), while for wave modes 2 and 3 Figure 4 . Dispersion curves for a ½0 =45 =90 s laminated E-glass/epoxy composite cylindrical shell coupled with the piezoelectric layer with axial polarization for different piezoelectric thickness ratios (r) and the first three wave modes (M1; M2, and M3) at n ¼ 1 when h=R ¼ 1=30.
(M2 and M3), the phase velocity increases slightly with the increase of n. At higher nondimensional axial wave number n ¼ 1, for all three wave modes, the phase velocity varies smoothly with the increase of the circumferential wave number ðnÞ. This phenomenon indicates that at lower axial wave numbers, there is a noticeable variation of the phase velocity with the circumferential wave number (n) especially at higher wave modes, while at higher axial wave numbers, the variation of the phase velocity with n is approximately negligible, and the wave motion is independent of the circumferential wave number (n) which indicates axisymmetric wave motion can be considered at higher axial wave numbers.
The variation of the wave phase velocity (v) with fiber orientations (b ) for a single layer of carbon/epoxy composite shell coupled with the piezoelectric layer with axial polarization and r ¼ 0:1 is displayed in Figure 6 for the first three wave modes (M1; M2; and M3) at n ¼ 0:1 and n ¼ 0; 1; 2; and 3 when h=R ¼ 1=30. It is seen that for all three wave modes at n ¼ 0, the phase velocities for b ½ fiber orientation are the same as those for Àb ½ fiber orientation, indicating the phase velocity curves are symmetric in respect to 0 ½ orientation (see Figure 6(a) ). While, at n ¼ 1; 2; and 3, the phase velocity curves for all three wave modes are not symmetric in respect to 0 ½ orientation and the phase velocities for ½b orientation differ from those for ½Àb orientation, but for ½À90 and ½90 orientations, the phase velocities are still the same (see Figure 6 (b) to (d)). Difference between the phase velocities of ½b and ½Àb orientations at n ¼ 3 is more significant than the difference at n ¼ 2 and 1, respectively. Effect of fibre orientation on the dispersion curves for the third wave mode (M3) is more noticeable. Thus, it can be concluded that at higher n, difference between the phase velocities of ½b and ½Àb fiber orientations will be more significant. However, the phase velocities for ½À90
and ½90 fibre orientations are still the same even at higher circumferential wavenumbers (n). The effect of stacking sequence of the host substrate laminated fiber-reinforced composite shell on the dispersion curve is illustrated in Figure 7 . Carbon/epoxy composite shells with symmetric ½0 =90 s and ½0 =45 =90 s stacking sequences are considered. The phase velocities for the first three wave modes (M1; M2; and M3) at n ¼ 0 and n ¼ 2 are obtained for these two stacking sequences of the carbon/epoxy composite shell coupled with the piezoelectric layer with axial polarization, r ¼ 0:1, and h=R ¼ 1=30. It is observed that at the first and the third wave modes (M1 and M3), the phase velocities for the cross-ply ½0 =90 s sequence are higher than those for the ½0 =45 =90 s sequence (see Figure 7 (a) and (c)), while at the second wave mode (M2), the phase velocities for the ½0 =45 =90 s sequence are higher than those of the cross-ply ½0 =90 s sequence (see Figure 7 (b)). Thus, it can be concluded that the stacking sequence of the host substrate composite shell has an obvious and significant effect on the wave propagation results.
The effect of material properties of the host substrate shell on wave propagation behaviors is demonstrated in Figure 8 . The phase velocity curves are plotted in Figure 8 for the first three wave modes (M1; M2; and M3) at n ¼ 1 for cylindrical shells with different core materials including aluminum, ½0 =45 =90 s E-glass/epoxy composite, and ½0 =45 =90 s carbon/epoxy composite. Shells are integrated with the piezoelectric layer with axial polarization, r ¼ 0:1, and h=R ¼ 1=30. It can be seen that for all three wave modes, the aluminum shell has the lowest phase velocities and the carbon/epoxy composite shell leads to the highest ones. This difference in the dispersion results is related to the difference in the material properties of these three core materials. Carbon/epoxy composite has higher elastic moduli and strength than E-glass/epoxy composite and aluminium leading to higher wave phase velocities. Figure 9 shows dispersion curves for a ½0 =45 =90 s laminated carbon/epoxy composite cylindrical shell coupled with the piezoelectric layer with radial polarization and the closed-circuit electrical boundary condition on electrodes for different piezoelectric thickness ratios (r) and the first three wave modes (M1; M2, and M3) Figure 8 . Effect of material properties of the host substrate shell on the dispersion curves for a ½0 =45 =90 s laminated composite cylindrical shell coupled with the piezoelectric layer with axial polarization, r ¼ 0:1, and h=R ¼ 1=30 for the first three wave modes (M1; M2, and M3) at n ¼ 1.
at n ¼ 1 when h=R ¼ 1=30. A cosine distribution of the electric potential (u) satisfying the closed-circuit boundary condition is considered. It is seen that trend of dispersion curves for radial polarization of the piezoelectricity is the same as that for axial polarization shown in Figure 3 . For the first wave mode (M1), the increase of the piezoelectric layer thickness leads to the increase of the phase velocities, and at wave modes 2 and 3 (M2 and M3), it causes the decrease of the phase velocities.
A comparison has been done on the effects of polarization direction of the piezoelectricity on the wave phase velocities at the first three wave modes (M1; M2, and M3) for a ½0 =45 =90 s laminated carbon/epoxy composite cylindrical shell coupled with the piezoelectric layer for different piezoelectric thickness ratios (r) at n ¼ 1 when h=R ¼ 1=30. Axial polarization and radial polarization with the closed-circuit electrical boundary condition and cosine distribution of the electric potential (u) are considered for the piezoelectric layer and the results are shown in Table 4 . It is observed that at the first wave mode (M1), radial polarization leads to higher phase velocities than axial polarization; while at the second and the third wave modes (M2 and M3), the phase velocities for axial polarization are higher than those for radial polarization. Therefore, it is concluded that difference between the wave propagation results for axial and radial polarizations is not much significant; however, it is dependent on the variation of the electric potential (u) considered for the electrical boundary conditions.
Conclusions
In this study, wave propagation characteristics are investigated for smart laminated fiber-reinforced composite cylindrical membrane shells considering different piezoelectric coupling effects. Furthermore, the effects of stacking sequence, fiber orientation, and material properties of the host substrate shell on wave behaviors are investigated. General motion of wave propagation is utilized. Wave phase velocities for different wave modes at different axial and circumferential wave numbers are calculated by solving an eigenvalue problem. Effect of Figure 9 . Dispersion curves for a ½0 =45 =90 s laminated carbon/epoxy composite cylindrical shell coupled with the piezoelectric layer with radial polarization and closed-circuit electrical boundary condition on electrodes for different piezoelectric thickness ratios (r) and the first three wave modes (M1; M2, and M3) at n ¼ 1 when h=R ¼ 1=30.
piezoelectric layer on the wave phase velocities is investigated by changing the piezoelectric layer thickness and considering axial polarization and radial polarization with closed-circuit electrical boundary condition. The dispersion curves for piezoelectric coupled laminated fiber-reinforced composite cylindrical shells made up of carbon/epoxy composite and E-glass/epoxy composite are plotted and compared with those of the piezoelectric coupled aluminum shell. Concluding remarks of this study are summarized as follows:
1. Lower axial wave numbers have noticeable effect on the wave phase velocities, while the variation of the phase velocities is negligible at higher axial wave numbers. 2. The effects of piezoelectricity on wave propagation characteristics are observable, where change of piezoelectric layer thickness and polarization direction lead to significant variations of wave velocities at different wave modes. 3. At lower axial wave numbers, the phase velocity varies significantly with the increase of the circumferential wave numbers, while this variation is negligible at higher axial wave numbers. 4. Fibre orientation and stacking sequence have obvious influences on wave propagation behaviors in piezoelectric coupled laminated fiber-reinforced composite cylindrical membrane shells. Effect of fibre orientation on the dispersion curves is more noticeable at higher wave modes. The stacking sequence influences significantly on the phase velocities. 5. Material properties of the host substrate shell have significant effect on wave propagation results.
The methodology presented in this study can be used as a fundamental model for future research on dynamics and wave propagation characteristics of smart laminated fiber-reinforced composite shells coupled with the piezoelectric layer for dynamic stability analysis and structural health monitoring applications. For future works, we will continue the study of different piezoelectric polarization directions, electrical boundary conditions, and charging distributions on piezoelectric layers and their effects on dynamics of smart composites.
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